Seeing the Visible, Knowing the Hidden
People do not appear as "they really are," and there is a "back scheme." The two quotes reflect a particular perception of civil society that is dominant among civic activists. It is common to hear statements like "this is not who they really are" in relation to other activists or organizations. This indicates how the makings of civil society in Turkey also rest on the idea of interplay between what is immediately visible, and a hidden, yet discernible, true nature of other activists and organizations. In the eyes of the civic activists an adequate assessment of who other activists and organizations really are, and thus their genuineness (samimiyet), requires ability to decipher the back scheme. The idea of the true nature as hidden is articulated by the emic notions of arka planı, the back scheme, and ön görüş, the front sight. These two elements of a conceptual pair are perceived to be mutually interlocked in a kind of figure-ground relationship. It is when activists see the visible front sight, while simultaneously possessing the knowledge to discern the hidden back scheme, that the true nature of other activists and organizations can be assessed. "Real" and "true" are, of course, from an analytical perspective to be understood in inverted commas. That is to say there is a dominant perception among the activists of the real or the true as an important aspect of the nature of people, things, organizations, and events that can become known to them if they possess the right competences and knowledge to discern it. Referring to someone's or something's back scheme constitutes a prime means through which civic activists contest the social legitimacy of other civic activists and organizations. But evoking the notion of the back scheme simultaneously establishes the activist making the reference as able, and as someone who has access to the right kinds of knowledge. This reproduces the social legitimacy of the claimant.
How can the significance of the interplay between the visible and the hidden with regard to the production of perceptions of civil society and its social and personal-existential effects be comprehended? Here, I argue, it is first and foremost important to shift analytical focus away from a preoccupation with truth as such, to viewing what is going on as truth production. Social anthropologist Michael Taussig in his work on defacement and public secrecy argues that truth ". . . is not a matter of exposure which destroys the secret, but a revelation which does justice to it" (1999: 2). In other words, it is of the essence to comprehend the significance of the practice and process of revealing. In the context of civic activism in Turkey this revealing consists in making the hidden back scheme visible, and thus making it public knowledge by "putting on display" (following Shryock 2004). Section one of this chapter shows that such a "putting on display" constitutes a prime means through which the social legitimacy of activists and organizations, and thus their authenticity, is contested. But as section two conveys, it also has an impact on the way in which the revealer experiences himself. Truth production brings to the fore questions of the relationship between knowledge and power. It speaks of the issue of how civic activists engage with properties of power (following Comaroff and Comaroff 2003) , as well as the equally crucial and well-known issue of establishing boundaries between insider and outsider, through controlling access to knowledge (following Crick 1982). In their afterword to an edited volume on anthropological perspective on conspiracy thinking, Comaroff and Comaroff argue how the act of revealing a perceived hidden truth gains significance at the personal level, because it induces the person making the revelation with an experience of having a "controlling capacity" pertaining to an ability to control others' access to see "reality." As they state: "Efficacy and influence, alike in rhetoric and realpolitik, lie largely in controlling the capacity to reveal and conceal, to make "reality" appear or disappear " (2003: 288) .
